METHOD* OF CITING THE VIKRAMA-CHAEITA
This is page xiv
Each Section of the Frame-story and each Statuette-story (briefly,
each "text-unit") is cited by the abbreviated name of the recension
(SB, MR, BR, JR)> followed by a number (Roman for a Section of the
Frame-story, Arabic for a Statuette-story) which indicates the place
of the unit in the "original order" (see page xiii). — Thus "SR II"
and "JR II" (not "JR IV") mean "Bhartrhari." Likewise "SR 7"
and "BR 7" (not "BR 5") mean "Headless bodies."
The Metrical Recension. — This consists wholly of verse-lines. The
lines (not the stanzas) are numbered starting at the beginning of each
text-unit with number 1, and are cited accordingly.
The other recensions, those in mingled prose and verse, are cited
thus :
The stanzas. — Each unit, like an act of a play, is treated as a sepa-
rate unit, and the stanzas are numbered for each unit starting every
time with number 1, and are cited accordingly. — Thus the citation
"SR V. 3" means Southern Recension, unit V (Finding of the throne),
stanza 3 (jale tailam). But "MR V. 50" means Metrical Recension of
the same unit, line 50 (jale tailam).
The prose lines between any two consecutive stanzas are numbered
from the prior stanza to the latter stanza, starting every time with
number 1. A given prose line is cited by citing the prior stanza and
placing after the citation the number of the line as counted from that
stanza. — Thus "SR n. 6.9" means line 9 of the prose passage im-
mediately following the stanza SR II. 6. This is the line in which
Bhartrhari's unfaithful queen gives the fruit to the groom, and corre-
sponds to BR of II. 17. 1 and to JR of II. 9. 10. — If there be no prior
stanza, that is, if the unit begin with prose, a zero is put in place of the
stanza-number. Thus SR 2.0*36 is the line beginning devatayo *ktam:
bho rajan.
* Sanskrit works in mingled prose and verse (such as the dramas and storybooks and the
Southern and Brief and Jain Recensions or Vikrama-charita) are numerous. This method of citing
them is simple and practical. It is the one devised by the General Editor of the Harvard Oriental
Series, and was proposed by him in an essay printed at pages xvii to axdi of volume $1 of that
Series, 8. K. Belvalkar's Utt»ra-E§marcharita.
The author of themethod argues there in detail on behalf of its general adoption, an4 seta
forth the confusion now caused by the use of different methods for different, editions of the same
play, and the great waste of time and labor a»& the iiodranc^ to progress arising Iron* i&e now
prevaJlmgjA^^	^essayfc^
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